Turnout in Classical Dance: Is It Possible to Enhance the External Rotation of the Lower Limb by a Myofascial Manipulation? A Pilot Study.
Turnout in classical dance refers to the external rotation of the lower extremities so that the longitudinal axes of the feet form an angle of up to 180°. To what extent a myofascial manipulation (myofascial release, MFR) could enhance this external rotation is as yet unknown. In this pilot study, 16 students of dance and 3 dance instructors were randomly assigned to an intervention group (IG; N = 10) and a group of controls (CG; N = 9). Isolated external hip rotation (EHR) and functional turnout (TO) were evaluated three times (pre-, post-, and follow-up measurement) using a plurimeter and Functional Footprints® rotation discs. In addition, subjectively perceived physical flexibility (PPF) was determined by means of a written survey. The interval between pre- and post-measurement and between post- and follow-up measurement was 4 weeks. Only the IG received four 20-minute MFR treatments of the lower limb at weekly intervals between pre- and post-measurement. In both the post-measurement (pre- versus post-: p = 0.038, d = 0.77) and the follow-up measurement (pre- versus follow-up: p < 0.001, d = 1.66) the IG showed a significantly improved isolated EHR of the right hip and a significantly increased PPF (pre- versus post-: p = 0.047, d = 0.73; pre- versus follow-up: p = 0.012, d = 1.00). The left EHR as well as the right and left TO were not affected by the intervention. It was demonstrated that four sessions of MFR of the lower limb can induce an improvement in the isolated external hip rotation (right hip). The beneficial effects of the treatment regarding an improvement of functional turnout could not be entirely verified in this pilot study. However, the significant increase in the participants' subjective flexibility supports the promising trend in the objective parameters and emphasizes the need to undertake further research.